
A guide to your 
Slideaway Sofa Bed



Life is better together.  

Please assemble with 

two people.

Life is better together.  

Please assemble with 

two people.
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What comes with your 

Slideaway Sofa Bed

Back/Arm box

1x Back/arm frame

1x Short leg

2x

10x

Long legs

Hand screws

You should have 4 boxes in total.
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What comes with your 

Slideaway Sofa Bed

Cushions box

Seat insert

Back insert

Back cushion insert

Side cushion insert

1x

1x

2x

2x

Base box

Base frame1x



5

What comes with your 

Slideaway Sofa Bed

Cover box

Seat cover

Back cover

Back cushion cover

Side cushion cover

1x

1x

2x

2x
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Before you begin assembling we recommend 

thoroughly cleaning the floor where your Slideaway 

Sofa Bed will sit to ensure no debris gets trapped 

under the sliding legs.



1.

Place the frame upright, unfold the 

arms and set aside.
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2.

Lay the base frame on the ground upside down and 

look for the L engravings in the wood.  

 

Screw in 3x legs. Then flip it over.
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Long leg

Short leg here

Screw in the legs.



3.

Slide the base frame towards the 

back/arm frame. 
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Holes against 

the back/arm 

frame

Note: Be careful flipping the base as the slats may slide out. 



4.

Screw in from 

underneath. 

Use the holes on 

the base to locate 

the screw.
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From behind the frame, screw in 2x 

hand screws into the base frame to 

attach it to the back/arm frame.

Lift the base to align the holes before screwing.



5.

Screw 8x hand screws into the base. 

Your frame is now complete.

We recommend pulling the slats out for visibility.
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Screw in from 

underneath. 

Use the holes on 

the base to locate 

the screw.



6.
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From the cushions box, remove the 
vacuum-sealed cushions.

Make sure your cushions are on a spacious flat 

surface, as they will start to expand once the 

vacuum seal is broken. 

 

Open the vacuum-seal carefully with scissors.

1. 2.

Note: Do not use a knife to cut open the plastic. 



7.
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Make sure the mattress cover and mattress seat 

insert line up before moving to the next step. 

 

Zipper label should align with the zipper line once 

the  covers are on. 

 

Make sure the quilted, round edge of the mattress 

seat insert is inserted first. 

Align the covers to the mattress seat.

Note: The edge of the cover with two zips is facing downwards  

towards the floor. 

Zipper



8.
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Align and adjust.

Note: Curve the mattress before putting on covers for  

1. 2. 

easier assembly. 

Ensure you align the corners of the insert to the 

corners of the cover for an even, unwrinkled look.



9.
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Align the covers to the mattress back.

Repeat steps 7 and 8 for the back insert.

Zipper



10.

15

Zip up both mattresses covers.

Press the mattress 

insert down with 

one hand and use 

the other to zip up 

the cover.                          

1. 

2. 

Bring each side of 

the cover up and 

pull together to 

make zipping 

easier.



11.
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Zip the mattresses together.

Make sure you align the mattresses together 

before zipping them to each other. 

Start 
here

End 
here



12.
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Place covers on back cushions.

Zipper

Note: Zipper label should align with the zipper line once the 

covers are on. 

Ensure you align the corners of the insert to the 

corners of the cover for an even, unwrinkled look.



13.
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Align and adjust.

Squeeze the cushion insert before putting on the 

covers for easier assembly.



14.
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Put the covers on side cushions.

Repeat steps 12 and 13 for the back cushions and 

side cushions.

Zipper



15.
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Zip all four cushions up.

Don't forget to 

plump up your 

cushions to even 

out the inserts.

Note: For ease, have a partner hold either side of the cover together

while you zip.



16.
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Place the mattress and cushions  

on and enjoy!


